
Epson integration with PaperCut MF

CUT WASTE, SAVE MONEY 
AND MANAGE MFP 
OPERATIONS



EPSON OPEN PLATFORM

EPSON INTEGRATION  
WITH PAPERCUT MF

Licensed for PaperCut

Epson’s integration with PaperCut MF combines the  
low running costs, reliability and reduced environmental 
impact of Epson’s devices with the ability to control and 
manage print volumes to reduce operational expenses. 
Using the integrated solution, businesses of any size can manage, account for and 
recover print, copy, fax and scan output via a user login or card ID. This simple, low-cost 
software application helps to eliminate waste, encourage responsible printing and make 
users and departments accountable for print usage.

Epson Open Platform enables the seamless integration of our multifunction printers  
with web-based enterprise applications – such as PaperCut MF – and workflows.  
This software turns the printers into scalable devices that meet changing needs as  
business goals and IT systems evolve.

Cut waste, reduce 
energy consumption

Monitor and report 
on usage

Administer centrally,  
manage easily

Receive a fast  
return on investment 

Apply your own print 
policies

Enable ‘Find Me’ / 
secure print  

release

Integrate with  
PaperCut MF



Integrate with PaperCut MFs
 Epson integration with PaperCut MF runs on 
Windows, Mac and Linux operating systems, 
and in mixed‑fleet environments, meaning it 
can be integrated into a multi‑brand fleet that 
includes an assortment of A4 and A3 models. 
Benefit from simplified mobile and Bring Your 
Own Device printing too.

Enable ‘Find Me’ / secure print release
Secure job release with ‘Find Me’ pull printing, 
protect confidential documents, and slash the 
volume of unclaimed printouts. 

Receive a fast return on investment
 ROI is an important consideration in most 
network technology procurement procedures. 
Discover how reductions in printing and copy 
volumes, and colour usage will yield proven 
savings.

Apply your own print policies
 Allocate printing to specific departments, cost‑
centres and users with shared accounts. Apply 
the print policies that will achieve your goals as 
your IT systems evolve. 

Epson’s integration with PaperCut MF makes it easy to manage 
your devices, reduce print costs and wastage. The key benefits are 
explained below: 

Monitor and report on usage
 Report on print usage by user, department  
or environmental impact. Access reports from 
any web browser, or schedule them to be 
automatically generated and emailed.

Cut waste, reduce energy consumption
 Encourage responsible printing with PaperCut 
MF quotas and print policies, cutting paper 
and supplies costs, and power usage. Make 
use of at‑a‑glance reporting on emissions 
that demonstrate your reduced environmental 
impact.

Administer centrally, manage easily
 Allocate printing quotas and budgets to specific 
departments, cost‑centres and users with 
shared accounts. You can also see how many 
pages are being printed by whom, at what 
device and when.



Enhance the potential of our business inkjets 
and multifunction devices and adapt them to 
suit your individual needs with Epson Open 
Platform. The software unlocks their potential 
by adapting them to meet your specific and 
changing needs as your business goals and 
enterprise IT systems evolve.
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For further information please contact your local Epson office or visit www.epson.co.za

Austria 01 253 49 78 333 Belgium +32 (0)2 792 04 47 Czech 800/142 052 Denmark 44 50 85 85 Finland 0201 552 091 France 09 74 75 04 04 
(Cost of local call, operator charges may apply) Germany +49 (0) 2159/92 79 500 Greece 210‑8099499 Hungary 06800 147 83 Ireland 01 436 7742 
Italy 02‑660321 10 (0,12 €/min) Luxembourg +352 27860692 Middle East +9714 8872172 Netherlands +31 (0)20 708 5099 Norway +47 67 11 37 00 
Poland 0‑0‑800 4911299 (0,16 zł/min) Portugal 707 222 111 Russia (095) 777‑03‑55 Slovakia 0850 111 429 South Africa (+2711) 465‑9621 
Spain 93 582 15 00 Sweden 0771‑400135 (Mobilsamtal – 0,99 kr/min, Lokala samtal – 0,30 kr/min, Utlandssamtal – 0,89 kr/min) Switzerland 022 592 7923 
Turkey (0212) 3360303 United Kingdom 0871 222 6702

Trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of Seiko Epson Corporation or their respective owners.
Product information is subject to change without prior notice.

EOP-compatible hardware

WF-R5690DTWF

Predictable costs with 
minimal intervention 

WF-M5690DWF 

Fast, low‑energy mono 
printing

WF-5690DWF 

Ecological and low‑cost  
A4 multifunction 

WF-6590 Series 

Low‑intervention printing

WF-8590DWF

Ecological and low‑TCO  
A3+ multifunction 

WF-R8590DTWF

Super high‑yield printing  
up to A3+ with predictable 
print costs 

WF-8590D3TWFC

Ecological and low‑TCO  
A3+ multifunction printing 

WF-R8590D3TWFC

High capacity, ecological 
and low‑TCO A3+ 
multifunction printing 

EPSON OPEN  
PLATFORM


